IBM, NY, USA. Cytosine (C) modifications such as 5-methylcytosine (mC) and 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (hmC) are important epigenetic markers associated with gene expression 1 and tumorigenesis 2, 3. However, bisulfite conversion, the gold standard methodology for mC mapping can not distinguish mC and hmC bases. Recent studies have demonstrated hmC detection via peptide recognizing 4, enzymes 5, fluorescence 6 and hmC-specific antibodies 7, nevertheless, a method for directly discriminating C, mC and hmC bases without labeling, modification and amplification is still missing. Here we show that the DNA duplex containing single cytosine-cytosine (C-C), cytosine-methylcytosine (C-mC) and cytosine-hydroxymethylcytosine (C-hmC) mismatches can be discriminated by their interactions with Ag þ inside the alpha-hemolysin nanopore. Molecular dynamics simulations reveal that the paring of a C-C mismatch through hydrogen bond results in a binding site for cations, such as K þ and Agþ. Cytosine modifications such as mC and hmC disrupted both the hydrogen bonds, which subsequently disrupts Ag þ binding. As a result, these modifications can be distinguished in the nanopore by differences in the stability of DNA-Ag þ complexes.
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Translocation Kinetics of DNA through Nanopores Interfaced with Agarose Gel Matthew J. Waugh, Vincent Tabard-Cossa. University of Ottawa, Ottawa, ON, Canada. Nanopores have recently emerged as an exciting tool for the study of single biological molecules. Essential to many nanopore-based applications, including DNA sequencing, is the ability to control the motion of charged biomolecules through the pore. While previous studies have primarily focused on increasing the average translocation times by changing the salt concentration, counter ion type, etc., velocity fluctuations during passage of identical DNA molecules remains a limitation for many applications. Here, the aim is to reduce the spread in the distribution of translocation times by controlling the initial conformation of DNA molecules captured by a solid-state nanopore. The nanopores are fabricated on a silicon nitride membrane with agarose gel on the trans side, essentially covering the membrane in a matrix of agarose fiber bundles. The DNA injected into the solution on the cis side passes through the nanopore and becomes trapped within the pores of the agarose. Once in the gel, the geometry of the DNA is limited and each molecule is forced to adopt a similar conformation. We compare the translocation kinetics under both voltage polarities, either driving DNA from the solution to the gel or vice versa. Furthermore, the distribution of translocation times is studied as a function of the agarose pore size, which is tuneable (300nm -1mm), and dsDNA fragment lengths, allowing us to probe various conformational states. This investigation of the translocation kinetics of DNA through solid-state nanopores when captured from a gel matrix will lead to a better understanding of electrophoretic motion of dsDNA molecules through nanoconfined geometries and may provide a path to not only control the distribution of translocation times, but also reduce the passage speed. Rectifying nanopores feature ion currents that are higher for voltages of one polarity compared to the currents recorded for corresponding voltages of the opposite polarity. Rectification is important for many physiological functions e.g., transducing information along axons, and functioning of the heart. Synthetic pores with asymmetric current-voltage curves can function as switches for ions and charged molecules in solutions and could become building blocks for ionic circuits used in logic and sensory systems. Rectification of nanopores has been found to depend on the pore opening diameter, distribution of surface charges of the pore walls as well as pore geometry. Very little is however known on the dependence of ionic rectification on the type of transported ions. We performed experiments with single conically shaped nanopores in a polymer film, and recorded current-voltage curves in three electrolytes: LiCl, NaCl and KCl. Rectification degree of the pores, quantified as the ratio of currents recorded for voltages of opposite polarities, was the highest for KCl, and the lowest for LiCl. The currents recorded in LiCl as the bulk electrolyte were also several times lower than predicted from relative bulk conductivities of KCl and LiCl. The experimental observations could not be explained by a continuum modeling based on the Poisson-Nernst-Planck equations. All-atom molecular dynamics simulations revealed differential binding between Li þ , Na þ , and K þ ions and carboxylate residues on the pore wall, resulting in changes to both the effective surface charge of the nanopore and cation mobility within the pore. Differences in ionic current rectification follows from these factors.
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Electroosmosis Induced Pressure Gradients in Pores with Undulating Pore Diameter Laura M. Innes 1 , Chin-Hsuan Chen 2 , Matthew Pevarnik 2 , Luke Theogarajan 2 , Zuzanna Siwy 1 . 1 Physics and Astronomy, University of California, Irvine, Irvine, CA, USA, 2 Engineering, University of California, Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, CA, USA. Electroosmosis, a fluid flow induced by an external electric field in a charged channel or pore, is often assumed to produce a plug like flow with a constant radial velocity and zero velocity at the walls. Electroosmosis has been applied in the resistive-pulse experiments for the detection of both proteins, in conditions close to their isoelectric point, as well as uncharged particles (e.g. [1]). However, this assumption of the plug-flow may not be always valid if the pore is characterized by a variable charge on the pore walls and/or variable cross-section area along the pore axis. This is probably due to pressure differences arising from the varying cross-section and surface charge, which can lead to Poisseuille type flow with a parabolic profile of the radial velocity [2] . We provide the first experimental evidence for electroosmosis induced local pressure differences in single polymer pores with an undulating pore diameter. As predicted by theoretical considerations, the position of particles with respect to the main axis determines their translocation velocity and the amplitude of the resistive pulse. As a result, electroosmotic transport of polymer particles through rough pores lead to a wide spectrum of translocation times and resistive-pulse amplitudes. Since ion current pulses provide information on particle size, the results are important for interpretation of resistive-pulse experiments, detection of particles and molecules, and characterization of the pore topography. The experiments were performed using single track-etched pores with opening diameters between 1 and 15 mm. Ion currents were measured by a novel ion current amplifier based on nonlinear compression and 1-bit digital signal processing to enhance the dynamic range, and measuring 1-10 mA baseline currents with sub-nA resolution. Passage of single molecules and particles through pores is the basis of resistive-pulse sensing. The relative amplitude of the resistive pulse, expressed as a percentage change of the baseline current, carries information on the particle size; thus in order to assure high, easy to detect signals, it is often preferred to perform these experiments at high ionic strengths of the background electrolyte. In cases when particle agglomeration becomes a problem, solutions with low salt content (e.g. 10 mM KCl) must be used to enhance electrostatic repulsion. We performed systematic studies on the effects of ionic strength on the detection of negatively charged polystyrene particles in single polymer pores. We show the shape of the resistive pulse is influenced by the background electrolyte concentration. In all studied solutions, a particle's entrance caused a current decrease, which was used to calculate the effective size of the particles. In salt concentrations up to 400 mM, the current decrease was followed by a current increase whose amplitude decreased with increasing KCl concentration. The current increase occurred at the end of the translocation event, and its magnitude sometimes exceeded the amplitude of the current blockage. The current increase was observed only in cases when the particles moved electrophoretically through a pore whose walls carried charge of the same sign as the particles. The charged walls induced the process of electroosmosis, which acted in the opposite direction to the electrophoretic particle movement. The performed continuum modeling revealed a critical importance of electroosmosis in the formation of transient increase of ionic concentrations caused by an exiting particle, recorded as an increase of ionic current.
1090-Pos Board B845
Solid-State Nanopore Analysis of Small DNA Molecules as a Function of pH Michael M. Marshall 1 , Vincent C. Henrich 1 , Adam R. Hall 2 . 1 University of North Carolina Greensboro, Greensboro, NC, USA, 2 Wake Forest University Health Sciences, Winston-Salem, NC, USA. In this work, we investigate the effects of pH on short (61 bp) duplex DNA translocation through solid-state nanopores. We measure dwell time and conductance blockage while varying the pH systematically over a range from 4 to 10. Our measurements indicate that the transport process is largely governed by electrophoresis (EP) and pore-analyte interactions. We find a trend in which the mean dwell times of these small DNA duplexes increase as the electrolyte pH is decreased. The relative contributions of EP and DNA interactions with the pore wall change at different rates with pH to produce the observed net effects. Our results indicate that pH conditions can be used to alter the translocation dynamics of small DNAs and may offer a route towards distinguishing small nucleic acids while retaining high signal-to-noise ratio.
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Cylindrical Silicon on Insulator Solid State Nanopores for Charge Selective Nanoparticle Filtering xiaofeng wang, michael goryll. arizona state university, TEMPE, AZ, USA. Rapid separation of specific biomolecules like virions and other nanoparticles through a solid state nanopore is of vital importance to various biomedical applications and bioanalytical studies. Several factors such as external applied transmembrane voltages, particle size and surface charge density of the nanopore are being investigated to improve the separation efficiency. However, in most cases the transmembrane electric field is not strong enough to pull the particles into the pore. Our goal is to use a voltage bias applied to the substrate of our specific silicon-on-insulator nanopore to significantly increase the nanoparticle translocation rate through the aperture, enhancing the performance of the device as a particle-selective filter. The ability to apply a substrate bias to single silicon-on-insulator cylindrical nanopores via the top silicon layer offers a tremendous advantage over regular silicon nitride nanopores. Moreover, the nanopore process flow is compatible with standard cleanroom facilities allowing a similar high throughput fabrication. The buried oxide layer provides a robust etch stop for the nanopore membrane and the sub-100nm aperture size is precisely controlled by electron beam lithography and thermal oxidation. The applied substrate bias changes the transverse conductance of the nanopore at low electrolyte concentrations (<10-4M HCl) when the Debye length is comparable to the dimensions of the nanopore. The bias depletes or attracts the H þ ions, being theions contributing to the ionic current flow within the nanopore, thereby decreasing or increasing the ionic current. When a positive substrate bias is applied to silicon device layer, it attracts negative charged nanoparticles such as polystyrene beads, which subsequently pass through the pore and repel positively charged particles away from the aperture entrance, acting as a charge-selective filter.
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Tracking the Engraftment and Regenerative Capabilities of Transplanted Lung Stem Cells using Fluorescent Nanodiamonds Yan-Kai Tzeng 1,2 , Huan-Cheng Chang 1 . 1 Institute of Atomic and Molecular Sciences, Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan, 2 Department of Chemistry, National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan. Lung stem/progenitor cells (LSCs) are potentially useful for regenerative therapy, for example in repairing damaged or lost lung tissue in patients. Several optical imaging methods and probes have been used to track how stem cells incorporate and regenerate themselves in vivo over time. However, these approaches are limited by photobleaching, toxicity and interference from background tissue autofluorescence. Here we show that fluorescent nanodiamonds, in combination with fluorescence-activated cell sorting, fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy and immunostaining, can identify transplanted CD45-CD541CD1571 LSCs in vivo, and track their engraftment and regenerative capabilities with single-cell resolution. Fluorescent nanodiamond labelling did not eliminate the cells' properties of self-renewal and differentiation into type I and type II pneumocytes. Time-gated fluorescence imaging of tissue sections of naphthalene-injured mice indicates that the fluorescent nanodiamond-labelled LSCs preferentially reside at terminal bronchioles of the lungs for 7 days after intravenous Q1 transplantation. While quantum dots (QDs) have been used successfully in numerous single particle tracking (SPT) studies due to their high photoluminescence, photostability, and tunable wavelength emission, QDs often undergo fluorescence intermittency through time known as blinking which causes ambiguity in particle trajectory analysis and limits the tracking duration. Here, we implement blinking-suppressed giant quantum dots (gQDs) to study IgE-FcεRI receptor dynamics in live cells using a confocal-based 3-dimensional (3D) SPT microscope. We find a 7-fold increase in the probability of observing IgE-FcεRI for longer than 1 min using the gQDs compared to commercially available QDs. We further implement a time-gated photon-pair correlation analysis to verify that selected SPT trajectories are definitely from individual gQDs and not aggregates. This increase in tracking duration using the gQDs allows us to readily observe changes in diffusion rates of individual IgE-FcεRI receptors occurring on long (>1 min) time scales, which we quantify using a time-dependent diffusion coefficient. We expect that blinking-suppressed gQDs will become an important tool in future live cell 2D and 3D SPT studies, especially in cases were changes in biological dynamics are occurring on the time scale of several minutes.
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Gold Nanoparticle Modification for Nuclear Targeting Celina J. Yang, Devika B. Chithrani, Mehrnoosh Neshatian. Ryerson University, Toronto, ON, Canada. The interactions of synthetically produced gold nanoparticles (GNPs) with living organisms are getting attention in the biomedical sciences. While nonviral vectors, like GNPs, are safer and more cost-efficient than viral vectors, the efficiency of cell penetration and nuclear delivery are lower. The nucleus of the cell is an important target in medical applications, such as cancer therapy and gene therapy. However, targeted nuclear delivery is a challenging task due to the two barriers the GNPs have to pass -the cellular membrane and nuclear membrane barrier. Unmodified GNPs enter the cell through a receptormedicated endocytosis (RME), encapsulated in an endosome. Various peptide sequences are conjugated onto GNPs for modification, to bypass RME (direct cell membrane penetration) and target the nucleus of the cell. The transport of GNP-peptide complexes can be tracked and studied under different conditions to improve therapeutics. Polymer-stabilized silver nanoclusters have gained much attention as a promising higly fluorescent biolabels [1] . While a wide palette of DNA-stabilized nanoclusters has been created, a little attention has been paid to their excited state properties. Meantime, dark long-lived non-emitting states have gained increasing interest in ultrahigh resolution microscopy, transient state imaging, and optically modulated microscopy [2] in the last years. The photoinduced dark states are used to be probed by pump-probe spectroscopy. However, it requires relatively high concentrations and it is not easily applied for heterogeneous samples. We applied fluorescence saturation spectroscopy for determining the photophysical constants of DNA-stabilized silver nanoclusters. This method allows one to determine the photophysical parameters of the ground and excited states such as absorption cross section, rate of intersystem crossing and others. Herein 216a Sunday, February 16, 2014
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